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Sexual reproduction  genetic 

variation 

• This talk is not about the evidence for sexual reproduction 

of P. infestans in Sweden 

• Builds on previous work done to examine questions about 

• Inoculum sources (tubers or external) 

• Possible selection processes from reduced fungicide 

doses 

• Relationships between geographically separated 

samples of P. infestans from within Sweden 

• Important tools needed for this work—microsatellite 

markers and relevant computer programs 

 





Analyses done with 

Migrate-n 



Poppr functions used: 

• Bruvo distance:  includes information about the difference 

in the number of repeats.  Larger difference in number of 

repeats – bigger difference. 

• Minimum spanning networks.  Size of circle indicates 

number of indviduals with that genotype, thickness of line 

represents how closely related they are. 



Example of a minimum 

spanning network 

comparing US-1 and 

KE-1 from Uganda 



Inoculum sources? 

• The tuber infection experiment and the selection 
processes/reduced dosages experiment had multiple 
samplings during the course of the late blight epidemic. 

• Genotypes that were in the infected seed tubers did not 
contribute significantly to the resulting epidemic 

• Reduced fungicide dosages did not cause any selection 
in the population present in that experiment. 

• Multiple time points enable a comparison of genotypes 
during the epidemics 

• 221 samples used in the following analyses 



Large number of clones, some 

In more than one plot 

Colors indicate differnent plots in field 

2011 study, infection sources 



Look at time of sampling 

Most clones appear at only one 

sampling time, though some  

appeared more than once. 

2011 study, infection sources 



• Study had different 

fungicides and doses 

• 3 sampling time points 

• 170 samples after editing 

and removing individuals with 

too many missing values 



2015, fungicide doses 



2015, fungicide doses 



2015, fungicide doses 

Only a few genotypes appeared  

more than once during the sampling 

period. 



Where does inoculum come 

from? 

• External sources (from outside the field) are the primary 
source of inoculum. 

• Those clones that invade a field at the beginning are not 
necessarily those that dominate at the end. 

• Control of inoculum sources from outside any particular 
field can be extemely important for that field (regional 
control strategies?) 

• Population seems to the stratified in time but we have no 
biological data that indicates why some clones appear 
earlier than others. 



A comparison 

between samples 

from two different 

regions in Sweden 
 

• Samples taken from Bjäre 

and Östergötland 

• Two fields in each region 

• Two foci in each field 

• 200 samples total 





2015, population separation 

Region, field and spot 

Populations appear separated 







Can we estimate migration? 

• Use Bayesian inference within migrate-n to estimate 

population size and migration rates with different models 

• Use Bayes’s Factor to compare different models.  



Somewhat computation 

intensive… 

Run for a 4 parameter model (2 population sizes and 2 migration rates)  



Comparison with Bayes’s Factor 

Marginal Likelihoods 

Model Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Average 

1 single population -1341.36 -1291.8 -1333.39 -1312.27 -1319.705 

2 populations, 2-way 

migration -1316.6 -1407.32 -1352.26 -1321.58 -1349.44 

2 populations, Bjäre to 

Östergötland only -1178.38 -1188.34 -1179.57 -1179.64 -1181.4825 

2 populations, 

Östergötland to Bjäre only -1169.57 -1209.05 -1201.77 -1199.04 -1194.8575 

Larger value Marginal Likelihood  better model.  Best model here is 2 populations  

with migration only from Bjäre to Östergötland  



Estimates of population sizes 

and migration 

Bjäre population 

is larger than the 

one in 

Östergötland 





Exploit genetic variation to 

understand late blight 

epidemiology 

• We can use the variation to study temporal stratification in P. 
infestans. 

• Different clones appear at different times but many do not 
seem to persist 

• Most new infections come from sources external to the field 

• Spatial variation also exists in P. infestans in Sweden.  Local 
populations exist and migration (genetic exchange) between 
these populations can be estimated. 

• P. infestans likes to move around but apparently not too far all 
at once……. 


